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Key Events to Watch

Equities:European stock markets open flat ahead of the Federal Reserve’s latest monetary policy
decision, with U.K. markets seen underperforming amid political turmoil. Central banks are front and
center in terms of investors’ focus this week, with the Federal Reserve, the Bank of Japan, the Bank of
England and the European Central Bank all holding gatherings to discuss future policy decisions. The Fed
leads the way, announcing its decisions at 1900 GMT, Chairman Jerome Powell is expected to announce
an accelerated end to the Fed's bond-buying program, taking a step toward interest-rate increases to
bring down consumer prices that are rising at the fastest rate in almost 40 years. In Europe, U.K. equity
markets are expected to underperform, after PM Boris Johnson suffered a severe blow to his authority
that raised more questions about his leadership. Almost 100 of his party voted against new coronavirus
restrictions on Tuesday. Separately, This morning U.K. consumer prices soared 5.1% on the year in
November, a new 10-year high and more than double the Bank of England’s target. The BOE is expected
to keep its rates on hold on Thursday despite this rise in inflation, as it reacts with caution to the spread
of Omicron-variant Covid-19 in the country. Data released earlier this morning showed that China's
industrial production grew faster than expected in November, but growth in retail sales slowed as fresh
Covid-19 outbreaks led to tighter restrictive measures in the country. In corporate news, Generali
(MI:GASI) will be in the spotlight after the Italian insurer announced plans to return up to 6.1 billion euros
($7 billion) in dividends and buybacks to shareholders. Earnings from clothing giants Inditex and H & M
Hennes & Mauritz will also be released today. Zara owner Inditex's has announced  profits more than
tripled in the period as its stores reopened across the world.
Currencies: The dollar edged lower in early European trade today, but retained underlying strength
ahead of the conclusion of the latest Federal Reserve meeting, which is expected to reinforce
expectations of interest rate hikes next year. 
Safe-havens: Gold was down in Asia to $1,770.15, as investors await a decision on asset tapering and
earlier interest rate hikes by the U.S. Federal Reserve in its latest policy decision.

Crypto Currencies
In a strongly worded warning today, the the Bank of England (BOE)
has said that Bitcoin could be “worthless” and people investing in the
digital currency should be prepared to lose everything. In a warning
over the potential risks for investors, the BOE questioned whether
there was any inherent worth in the most prominent digital currency,
which has soared in value this year to close to $50,000 a piece. The
market capitalisation of crypto assets has grown tenfold since early
2020 to about $2.6tn, representing about 1% of global financial
assets. As many as 2.3mln people hold crypto assets, at an average
amount of about £300 each. The Bank’s financial policy committee,
set up in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis to monitor risks, said on
Monday there was little direct threat to the stability of the UK financial
system from crypto assets. However, it warned that, at the current
rapid pace of growth, such assets could become more
interconnected with traditional financial services and were likely to
pose a number of risks. Publishing its regular health check on the
financial system, the Bank said major institutions should take a
cautious approach to adopting crypto assets and that it would pay
close attention to developments in the market. Bitcoin could trigger
financial meltdown, warns Bank of England deputy

DCC plc

Airline news 
The £420 million takeover of Air Europa by IAG (owner of Aer Lingus
and British Airways) has been scrapped, both sides have announced.
IAG first announced plans to buy the Spanish airline in 2019 for £840
mln, although the price was slashed to £500mln after the Covid-19
pandemic knocked the entire sector by grounding planes. The deal
has now been scrapped entirely. 
In Ireland, the Government has announced almost €108 million in
direct Exchequer supports to the airports of Dublin, Cork, Shannon,
Ireland West (Knock), Kerry and Donegal. Dublin Airport will receive
almost €80m, while Cork will receive nearly €14m and Shannon just
over €10m.  

Inditex, the owner of fashion chain Zara, reported nine month net
income of €2.5B vs consensus €2.53B on Sales of €19.33B vs
consensus €19.23B ; The company did point out that Christmas sales
so far i.e. from 1-Nov to 10-Dec saw strong sales growth of +33% y/y.

Inditex

Dublin listed, DCC has completed a deal to buy US-based Almo
Corporation for £462m. DCC said the deal is its largest acquisition to
date and expands DCC Technology's growing North American
business. In recent accounts, Almo recorded revenues of $1.3bln and
had EBITA of $75m. Its gross assets at 30 April 2021 were $409m.
DCC said the deal is a major step in the continuing expansion of both
DCC and DCC Technology in North America. We continue to like the
shares of DCC and would add to portfolio's at current levels
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